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held in her heart against the French occupation on the
Rhine, of which she made no secret He even had the
satisfaction now and then of making her laugh—which he
regarded as a triumph
Herr von Menzel himself was free spoken and even
talkative, and though he was always provocative in his
opinions, with most of which Gatifcres disagreed profoundly,
he expressed them with a blunt courtesy and ironical humour
which robbed them of any offence, at least so far as Gafc&res
was concerned, though perhaps other French officers might
have found them intolerable
There was one bee in his bonnet which Gati£res tried to
avoid, though it invariably returned It was the question
of war guilt A hundred times he inveighed against that
admission which had been forced upon the German nation
by the signatories of the Peace Treaty, blackmailed, he said,
into admitting that clause because of the misery and starvation
of their people
"It is a he t" he said, pacing up and down his booklined
room "History will never endorse it Germany had no
other thought than to defend her frontiers, hemmed in as
they were by hostile Powers, jealous of our dynamic energy,
our commercial prospenty^and our overseas trade England
hated us as a trade rival, and feared us as a naval Power
challenging their arrogant supremacy at sea Russia,
afraid of revolution at home, was anxious for war as a safety*
valve and as the only method of arousing the loyalty of the
nation to a dynasty already threatened Her statesmen
and diplomats were imbued with the vision of Pan-Slavism
thrust as a spear head into Europe as far a^ Serbia TEey
coveted the possession of Constantinople They had a
vision of their Cossacks riding over East Prussia, slaying
and burning, as afterwards they did France under Poincard
was afraid of the rising power of Germany and conspired with
for a future war tvhich he believed to be inevitable

